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Need to know Spotlight
During this time of alternative
teaching and learning, we have
seen an increase in the use of
online proctoring tools to ensure
academic integrity in assessments.
For some students, this may
present a very stressful situation.
(e.g., see How It Feels When
Software Watches You Take Tests.)

If you choose to use proctoring tools, best practices
include:

• Offer—and recommend your students take—a practice
exam so students can check their technology settings and
familiarize themselves with the tool. 

• Address any privacy concerns by holding a discussion
with students and sharing the updated Proctorio: Student
Guide.

International students may experience issues when using
some proctoring tools. Please be aware of potential issues
and prepare students in advance. Check out this summary
(International Access For Proctored Online Exams) of
potential issues, as well as some recommended solutions.

Canvas October Release
Highlights

Introducing
Minnie - the new
chatbot for
Instructors!
The University of
Minnesota’s Technology
Help service desk is piloting
a new chatbot for UMN
faculty and instructors.
“Minnie” is designed to
answer how-to questions for
tools like Canvas that are
commonly used for
alternative teaching and
learning. You’ll find Minnie
on the Canvas technology
page as well as several
other places in the
Technology Help website.
Since this is a pilot project
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your feedback is very
important!

Instructure releases updates to Canvas each month. 
The most recent release includes the addition of a “Recent History” link in the Canvas Global
Navigation Menu. This displays recently visited pages in Canvas allowing users to see what
pages they last viewed in one or multiple courses. 

See the complete list of Canvas updates released on October 17. The next Canvas release will
be November 21, 2020.

Tips and Tricks
VoiceThread New Assignments
VoiceThread has done a major overhaul of their assignments tool. If you
have previously used VoiceThread, none of your past assignments will
break! To take advantage of new features, you will need to build a new
assignment. Check out VoiceThreads Transition plan for new
assignments.

Zoom Pre-assigned Breakout Rooms
Many instructors are using Zoom pre-assigned breakout rooms in their courses, but some are
encountering difficulties making them work properly. Check out the Good Practice: Zoom Pre-
assigned Breakout Rooms tips to learn the steps you must take to ensure your pre-assigned
breakout sessions work for you.

Engagement & Learning Opportunities
Instructure’s virtual CanvasCon was held October 15, 2020. Educators from around the world
came together to discuss the current challenges, changes, and opportunities in education and
shared their unique insights. Those sessions are available online for you to view. You will need
to login with your UMN Internet ID. 

Upcoming Academic Technology Support Services
(ATSS) Offerings
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Accessible Documents 

Nov 3, 11 a.m. Each semester instructors share with their students many types of digital
documents to convey information, communicate ideas and collaborate through Canvas courses
and other digital delivery methods. This webinar will cover seven core skills you will need to use
to ensure your documents are accessible to all readers. We will focus on Microsoft Word,
Google, and PDF document types. Register for Accessible Documents.

Beyond Content: Fostering Online Interaction 

Nov 4, 2 p.m. In addition to a functional Canvas site and learning materials, online learning
requires online interaction. We will consider how you can interact with students efficiently and
effectively, and how students can interact with each other for learning and community. Strategies
and technology tools will be suggested. Register for Beyond Content: Fostering Online
Interaction.

Synchronous and Asynchronous: Using Kaltura and Zoom in Canvas

Nov 5, 1 p.m. During this webinar, we will discuss the considerations and limitations when
choosing between synchronous and asynchronous teaching strategies as well as the tools and
techniques you can use to optimize each modality. Register for Synchronous and
Asynchronous.

Build your course: Gradebook 

Nov 9, 1:30 p.m. and Dec. 1, 11 a.m. This workshop will focus on aligning the Canvas
Gradebook with your syllabus. Register for Build Your Course: Gradebook.

Using online groups to enhance student learning, interactivity, and
community

Nov 10, 11 a.m. This interactive webinar will cover the basics of why and how online group work
can build community. We'll share examples, explain how to build inclusive groups, and highlight
Canvas Group Space and Zoom break-out rooms. Register for Using online groups.

Online Peer Review with Engaging and Balanced Assessments

Nov 11, 2 p.m. Learn how a basic peer review process can lead to higher levels of student
engagement and motivation. We will consider some concrete steps to design a peer review
assignment, and then create the assignment using Canvas Peer Review tools. Register for
Online Peer Review.

Using Media in Course Design

Nov 17, 11 a.m. In this session, we will share strategies instructors can use to create focused
video resources for their courses and how to integrate them in learning activities to ensure
greater student engagement and deeper learning. Register for Using Media in Course Design.

Accessible Presentations 

Nov 18, 1 p.m. Do you know how to make your presentation slides accessible to people who
use assistive technologies? Did you know that making your slides accessible often improves the
design for all of your students? Join us as we discuss pertinent Web Content Accessibility
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Guidelines and how to meet them using Google Slides or Microsoft PowerPoint. Register for
Accessible Presentations.

Build your course: Media

Nov 19, 11 a.m. This workshop will focus on building media for your course. Register for Build
your course: Media.

Build your course: Assessments

Nov 30, 2 p.m. This workshop will focus on building an assessment. Register for Build your
course: Assessment.

Online Resources
Self-help guides offer step-by-step instructions and extra guidance to help you complete your
tasks.

Canvas: Assess and Grade Student Work
Canvas: Communicate with Students
Zoom: Teach, Meet, and Learn with Zoom

Video Resources

Teaching with Technology (recorded) webinars
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